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ulsed quantum-cascade laser-based sensor for
race-gas detection of carbonyl sulfide

erard Wysocki, Matt McCurdy, Stephen So, Damien Weidmann, Chad Roller,
obert F. Curl, and Frank K. Tittel

Simultaneous exhaled carbonyl sulfide �OCS� and carbon dioxide concentration measurements in human
breath are demonstrated with a compact pulsed quantum-cascade laser-based gas sensor. We achieved
a noise-equivalent sensitivity �1�� of 1.2 parts per billion by measuring a well-isolated OCS P�11�
absorption line in the �3 band at 2057.6 cm�1 using an astigmatic Herriott cell of 36-m optical path length
and 0.4-s acquisition time. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 300.1030, 280.3420.
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. Introduction

etection and analysis of carbonyl sulfide �OCS� is of
mportance in a number of applications that include

edical diagnostics, atmospheric chemistry,1,2 and
ndustrial emission monitoring �natural gas quality
valuation�.3 Elevated OCS concentrations in ex-
aled breath have been reported in lung transplant
ecipients suffering from acute rejection4 as well as in
atients with liver disease.5 The low parts per bil-
ion �ppb� concentration range of many volatile mo-
ecular species in human breath presents a complex
hallenge for clinical breath analysis applications,
hich require rapid in situ detection of trace gases.

n this context, rapid analysis of expired breath by
se of mid-IR laser absorption spectroscopy is a de-
irable noninvasive alternative to the currently used
nvasive diagnostic methods �e.g., bronchoscopic lung
iopsies to assess lung transplant acute rejection�.
his technique does not require the sample prepara-

ion or preconcentration techniques associated with
as chromatography, which is the most frequently
sed method for trace detection of sulfur
ompounds.6–8 In terms of previous mid-IR meth-
ds used to measure OCS concentrations at trace gas
evels, Fried et al.9 have measured low ambient con-
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entration of OCS ��500 parts per trillion �ppt�� with
precision of less than 5 ppt using mid-IR laser ab-

orption spectroscopy based on a cryogenically cooled,
w, lead salt diode laser with a 2f detection scheme, a
ath length of 117 m, and a data-acquisition integra-
ion time of 2 min. Quantum-cascade lasers �QCLs�
ave the advantage of operating within thermoelec-
ric cooling ranges with minimal component require-
ents and are efficient, robust, and reliable mid-IR

ources.10 Their characteristics permit the design of
selective, sensitive, compact, and liquid-nitrogen-

ree trace-gas sensor suitable for clinical or field ap-
lications.
In this paper we report on the development and

valuation of an advanced design of a mid-IR laser
bsorption spectroscopy-based OCS sensor utilizing a
hermoelectrically cooled, pulsed QCL. We im-
roved the detection sensitivity of the sensor by more
han 1 order of magnitude in comparison with the
reviously reported performance in Ref. 11 by apply-
ng fast wavelength scanning as well as improved
ata acquisition and processing techniques, which
esult in better noise cancellation.

. Experimental Details

. System Configuration

he sensor architecture is schematically shown in
ig. 1. A thermoelectrically cooled pulsed distrib-
ted feedback QCL was placed inside a vacuum-tight

aser housing. The wavelength of the laser can be
uned thermally between 2054.5 and 2060.5 cm�1 by

change in the temperature of the QCL chip from
36 °C to 	10 °C. Absorption features of several

olecules such as OCS, CO2, H2O, and CO are within
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he tuning range of this laser and can be used for
hemical sensing applications. To perform fast fre-
uency scanning, a sawtooth waveform was applied
o the QCL, thereby modulating the subthreshold
aser current at a fixed operating temperature of the
CL heat sink.12 The laser was supplied with
25-ns injection current pulses at a repetition rate of
25 kHz with the maximum frequency limited by the
ampling rate of the data-acquisition electronics.
he measurement method applied in this experiment
mploys dual-channel �sample and reference� data
cquisition with a single detector.13,14 The reference
hannel is important for spectroscopic applications in
hich pulsed QCLs are used because pulse-to-pulse
uctuations of the laser optical power degrade the
ignal-to-noise ratio �SNR� of the measured absorp-
ion data. After collimation by an antireflection-
oated ZnSe aspherical lens with a 3-mm focal length
nd a 6-mm diameter located inside the laser hous-
ng, the laser beam is divided into sample and refer-
nce beams in the ratio of 2 to 1, respectively, with a
nSe beam splitter as shown in Fig. 1. The sample
eam passes through the multipass astigmatic Her-
iott cell �New Focus, Model 5611� with a 36-m optical
ath length and, upon exiting, is focused on a fast
50-MHz bandwidth� mercury cadmium telluride de-
ector �Kolmar Technologies Inc., Model KMPV8-1-
1� by an off-axis parabolic mirror. The reference

ig. 1. Schematic configuration of the QCL-based gas sensor.
CL, quantum cascade laser chip; LH, laser housing; CL, collimat-

ng lens; SB, sample beam; RB, reference beam; M, mirror; BS,
eam splitter; PM, off-axis parabolic mirror; MCT, mercury cad-
ium telluride; DAQ, data acquisition.
eam is directed onto the same detector. Because of t

1

he difference in the optical path length between the
hannels, the sample optical pulse arrives approxi-
ately 120 ns later than the reference pulse. We
se fast track-and-hold electronics with a 350-MHz
ampling bandwidth and a 125-MHz maximum sam-
ling rate �Analog Devices, Model AD9101� for a
ime-resolved capture of the peak optical intensity of
he sample and reference laser pulses. Track-and-
old electronics operate as an analog buffer, which
an retain an acquired voltage value as long as nec-
ssary for successive digitization with an analog-to-
igital converter. The sampling rate of the analog-
o-digital converter becomes the limiting factor of the
ime-resolved system performance. For this study
ata acquisition and processing were performed by a
aptop computer equipped with a 500-kilosample�s
CMCIA data-acquisition card �National Instru-
ents, Model DAQ 6062E�. The overall system syn-

hronization and pulse train generation are
erformed by an external four-channel pulse gener-
tor �Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation, Model 555�.

. Carbonyl Sulfide Spectral Line Selection

he measurement of low OCS concentrations �i.e.,
pb levels� in human breath requires selection of the
ptimum spectroscopic line available in the spectral
ange of the QCL. The line selected should satisfy
he following conditions: �1� good line intensity, �2�
inimal spectral interference by nearby CO2 and
2O absorption lines, and �3� the availability of a
eighboring CO2 line within the fast tuning range of
he QCL for ventilation monitoring simultaneously
ith a OCS measurement. Simultaneous measure-
ent of exhaled CO2 is needed to verify correct

reath donations, to normalize the resulting OCS
oncentrations, and to standardize measurement
onditions.15,16

Figure 2 shows OCS and CO2 spectral lines in the
egion of the OCS P�11� line simulated for expected
perating conditions by use of the HITRAN 2000 da-
abase.17 Initially two OCS spectral features in its
3 band were considered: P�14� �line strength of
.82 
 10�19 cm�1 molecule cm�2� and P�11� �line
trength of 7.49 
 10�19 cm�1 molecule cm�2�.
owever, for breath samples with elevated CO2 lev-

ls �above �4%�, we observed strong spectral wing
ontributions from P�26� of the CO2 �1 	 �2 band to
he OCS P�14� line. We ascertained that low OCS
oncentrations can be measured more accurately
ith an �15% weaker OCS P�11� line. The P�49�

ine of the CO2 �1 	 2�2 � �2 band can be used to
onitor exhaled CO2. For more accurate concentra-

ion measurements of CO2, the influence of the neigh-
oring OCS P�12� line can be eliminated by
ubtraction of the OCS spectrum calculated from the
oncentration measured with the OCS P�11� line.

A gas cell pressure of 60 Torr was chosen. It is
ufficiently low to assure a satisfactory separation of
he OCS P�12� and CO2 P�49� lines as well as to
inimize any contribution of wing effects from strong

1 	 �2 CO2 lines P�24� and P�26�, which can affect

he OCS measurement at line P�11�.

0 November 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 32 � APPLIED OPTICS 6041
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. Optimization of Laser Parameters

he laser linewidths of the QCLs operated in pulsed
ode are broadened by the frequency chirping asso-

iated with temperature effects in the laser struc-
ure.18 These effects become more pronounced for
ong pulse durations or high peak current pulses.
o optimize the laser operating parameters, the laser

inewidth was analyzed at different amplitudes of the
5-ns laser current pulses at a 125-kHz repetition
ate. We performed these measurements, presented
n Fig. 3�a�, by scanning the laser line over a Doppler-
imited OCS P�11� line from a 1.6-parts per million
ppm� OCS sample at low pressure �1.2 Torr�. The
oppler linewidth of OCS calculated at room temper-
ture is 0.003 cm�1, which is at least 1 order of mag-
itude smaller than the full width at half-maximum

FWHM� of the observed instrument response.
hus the observed line can essentially be considered

he laser spectral envelope. The laser linewidth in-
reases with increasing amplitude of the pump cur-
ent pulses. This effect reduces the spectral
electivity of the gas sensor, which is shown in Fig.
�b� as a ratio of the molecular linewidth of OCS at
he set working pressure �60 Torr� and the QCL line-
idth �FWHMOCS�FWHMQCL�. Simultaneously,

ncreasing the optical peak power of the laser causes
reduction of the noise level present in the derived

bsorption spectrum. This effect improves the SNR
nd thus translates into lower minimum detectable
oncentrations. The SNR of the spectrum can be
haracterized by the ratio of absorption peak ampli-
ude APEAK to the standard deviation of the noise
NOISE. Figure 3�b� shows the effect of laser power
n the SNR of the sensor and indicates the limitation

ig. 2. Simulated OCS spectrum �HITRAN 2000�. Upper plot
hows absorption line strengths in the OCS fundamental rovibra-
ional spectrum. The region of interest is shown in the lower plot
f absorption spectra of OCS and CO2 simulated for assumed op-
rating conditions �pressure, 60 Torr; optical path length, 36 m;
CS concentration, 150 ppb; and CO2 concentration, 5%�.
ue to the noise level of the detection system. The r

042 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 32 � 10 November 2004
elected OCS line is well isolated from other spectral
ines. Thus the spectral resolution of the sensor is
ot critical. In this case we found a compromise by
perating the laser at an intermediate power level
orresponding to a 1.5-V reference signal peak am-
litude �a value of the detector output signal ampli-
ed four times by the track-and-hold circuit indicated

n Fig. 3�b� as a working point�, which assures suffi-
ient selectivity and maximum sensitivity of the sen-
or system.
The dependence of the laser power on the operating

emperature together with a relatively long time con-
tant for charging energy storage capacitors in the
aser current driver �Directed Energy Inc., Model
LD-100B� produce variations of laser power during

he modulation of the laser bias. Figure 4�a� shows
plot of the behavior of laser power over one cycle of

he applied subthreshold current ramp waveform for
requency scanning. As discussed above, the spec-
ral noise is inversely proportional to the laser power,
esulting in increased noise levels at the end of the
requency scan where the power decreased �see the
nserted dotted box in the measured spectrum of 50-
pb OCS depicted in Fig. 4�a��. This phenomenon
imits the effective range of the frequency scan to the

ig. 3. �a� Relative absorption in a low-pressure �1.2-Torr� OCS
ample as a function of wavelength depicting the QCL linewidth
or three different optical power levels. �b� Spectral SNR, APEAK�
NOISE, and sensor selectivity FWHMOCS�FWHMQCL versus laser
eak power. WP, working point chosen for experimental mea-
urements.
egion where the noise is relatively small in compar-
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the laser power behavior.
son with the height of a spectral absorption line. To
void these limitations, an amplitude modulation of
he laser current pulses was applied. To do this, we
ecorded the shape of the optical power fluctuations
esulting from the wavelength tuning process using
he reference channel. From the results of these
easurements, a correction signal was calculated

nd then applied to the laser as a pulse amplitude
odulation waveform by means of a digital-to-analog

onverter. This operation stabilizes the laser power
uring a frequency scan as shown in Fig. 4�b�. As a
onsequence, the noise level in the measured spec-
rum of 50-ppb OCS in Fig. 4�b� remains constant
ver the entire scan range.

. Gas Sensor Calibration

he QCL was biased with a subthreshold current
awtooth waveform at a frequency of 250 Hz and with
n �35-mA peak-to-peak amplitude, which provides
omplete coverage of the measured spectral lines.
e generated this waveform by using an external

ynchronized function generator �Stanford Research
ystems, Model DS345�. We performed the calibra-
ion of the frequency scans using an etalon that con-
ists of two ZnSe wedged windows separated by 18.5
m, resulting in a free spectral range of 0.027 cm�1.
igure 5 shows a frequency calibration curve fitted by
second-order polynomial function. To increase the
umber of data points in the calibration curve, we

tilized the positions of both the minima and the

1

axima of the etalon fringe pattern. The full range
f a single frequency scan covered �0.3 cm�1.
We performed the calibration of the OCS concen-

ration measurements and determined the detection
imit of the reported sensor using a permeation-tube-
ased precision gas standard generator �Kin-Tek,
odel 491M�. To determine the concentration C of
CS in an unknown gas sample, a fitting procedure
as applied to the measured spectrum gmeas��� by a
redefined tabulated reference spectrum gref��� mea-
ured for a sample of known concentration Cref.19

oth measurements were carried out at the same
ig. 4. �a� Laser power fluctuations �upper plot� produced with laser frequency scanning by subthreshold current modulation and an
xample of the resulting noise level in a spectrum of a 50-ppb OCS in a N2 mixture measured by the data-acquisition system �the x scale
hows a relative number of points in the scan�. �b� The same as �a� but with an applied laser-pulse amplitude modulation technique.
tabilization occurs only during the slope of the subthreshold current waveform in the range between 1 and 400 points. The laser power

s not stabilized during the flat part of the waveform between 400 and 500 points, which is visible as a protrusion in the upper plot depicting
Fig. 5. Calibration curve of the QCL frequency scan.

0 November 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 32 � APPLIED OPTICS 6043
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6

onditions. The slope tg��� of a linear regression fit
f the function gmeas��� � f �gref���� yields the ratio of
oncentrations C�Cref. The linearity of the sensor
esponse is presented in Fig. 6�a�, which depicts the
easured concentration as a function of the reference
ixture concentration produced by the gas standard

enerator. Each data point in this plot was deter-
ined by a linear least-squares fit of the measured

00-point spectrum �1000 averaged scans and 4-s ac-
uisition time� with the reference spectrum. A 300-
pb OCS in a N2 mixture was used for the reference
pectrum, which was measured with the same condi-
ions as the sample spectrum and smoothed by a
egree 2 Savitzky–Golay 41-point filter. The above-
entioned fitting algorithm can be implemented for a

uasi-real-time measurement. A concentration plot
hown in Fig. 6�b� was recorded by this technique.
e derived each data point in this plot utilizing post-

rocessing of the 100 averages of 400-point scans
acquisition time of 0.4 s�. The response time of the
as standard generator and the pumping system are
elatively slow; thus the data acquisition was per-
ormed only when the set concentration achieved a
teady state.
To estimate the minimum detection limit of the

ensor, the relationship between the standard devi-

ig. 6. �a� Calibration curve for OCS concentration measure-
ents together with five examples of measured spectra �see inset�

btained with a precision gas standard generator. �b� OCS con-
entration calculated in quasi-real-time by a linear fitting proce-
ure for measured spectra with 100 averaged scans.
tion of the absorption line fit residual � and the v

044 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 32 � 10 November 2004
tandard error AL in the integrated absorption line
ntensity AL, which is AL � ������ g2���d��1�2, was
sed.20 Here �� denotes the average point spacing

n the frequency scale, which in our case is �0.705 

0�3 cm�1, and g��� represents the line profile of the
eference spectrum normalized by the condition �
���d� � 1. We recorded a 400-point spectrum of a
2.2-ppb OCS in a N2 gas sample shown in Fig. 7�b�
sing 1000 averaged scans acquired within 4 s. This
pectrum was also fitted with a reference spectrum of
00-ppb OCS as described above �see Fig. 7�a��. The
tandard deviation of the fit residual, � � 2.52 

0�4; the area under the spectral line, AL � 4.3 

0�4 cm�1; and the integral, � g2���d� � 9.27 cm,
ield the minimum detection limit of C�1�� � �AL��
AL� 52.2 ppb � 0.27 ppb. This equation is valid
nly for uncorrelated noise at every spectral point and
herefore does not take into account possible baseline
uctuations. The data presented in Fig. 6�b� allow us
o evaluate the actual sensor performance. Each
oint in this plot is a result of our averaging 100 scans;
herefore the precision calculated with this equation is
.27 ppb �1000�100�1�2 � 0.85 ppb. The standard de-

ig. 7. �a� Concentration measurement from a linear regression
t and �b� acquired spectrum of 52.2 ppb of OCS in a N2 mixture
epicting a noise-equivalent sensitivity estimate.
iation calculated directly from the scattering of the
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oncentration measurements in Fig. 6�b� is 1.2 ppb.
hus nonstatistical factors such as baseline variations

ntroduce only moderate additional noise, and the sen-
or performance is primarily limited by the noise of
etectors and sampling electronics.

. Measurements of Breath Samples

he QCL-based sensor was used to measure OCS
oncentration in human breath samples taken from
ung transplant recipients. This kind of analysis
as previously demonstrated with gas chromatogra-
hy.4,5,21 Sampling was performed with chemically
nert 1-l Tedlar sampling bags �SKC Incorporated�.
amples were analyzed within 2 h after collection.
small portion of the gas sample was injected into

he initially evacuated multipass cell, and its spec-
rum was measured at a total pressure of 60 Torr.
igure 8 shows an example measurement of a sample

aken from a lung transplant patient with suspected
ronchiolitis. Figure 8�a� shows the OCS spectrum
tted with a tabulated reference spectrum recorded
ith 50-ppb OCS in a N2 mixture. The OCS concen-

ration detected in this sample was estimated to be at
he �8.4-ppb level.

The same measurement method is applied to detect
O2 in a patient’s breath. In this case a CO2 mea-
urement was performed with the CO2 P�51� spectral
ine at 2055.837 cm�1 �see Fig. 8�b��. A CO2 concen-
ration of �5.1% was determined on the basis of a

ig. 8. Measured spectra and calculated concentrations of �a�
CS and �b� CO2 in a breath sample of a lung transplant recipient.

The baseline was fitted in the frequency range on each side of the
bsorption line and subtracted to create plot �a��.
omparison with the spectrum of a 5% CO2 in an air A

1

eference mixture. As discussed above, the current
ensor uses the neighboring 30% stronger CO2 P�49�
ine for the measurement of CO2. In this case, we
erformed the switching between the required wave-
engths using the dc level of the laser bias without
hanging the working temperature of the laser heat
ink. This simplifies the operation of the sensor,
hich significantly increases its functionality and re-
uces the influence of human operating factors.
his is an important consideration in potential med-

cal applications.

. Conclusions

n OCS trace-gas sensor platform based on a direct
id-IR laser absorption measurement technique
ith a pulsed QCL and a compact 36-m multipass cell
ith a minimum detection limit, C�1��, of 1.2 ppb �for
00 averaged 400-point frequency scans acquired
ithin �0.4 s� was developed and demonstrated.
uch a precision makes the reported sensor capable
f detecting OCS levels that are elevated only four
imes above typical atmospheric concentrations
�500 ppt�,1 which must be considered as the back-
round concentration for OCS analysis in human
reath.
An off-line analysis of human breath samples from

ung transplant recipients demonstrated the feasibil-
ty of concentration measurement of low ppb OCS
evels, as well as the multispecies �OCS and CO2�
etection capability of a QCL-based breath analyzer.
Several further system performance improvements

an be implemented such as use of a QCL, which can
ccess the OCS R�23� spectral line in the �3 band at
071.206 cm�1. This absorption is also free of inter-
ering gas species as the P�11� line used in this study
ut offers a 40% stronger absorption line intensity.
further future development for an advanced laser-

ased gas sensor is to upgrade the current data-
cquisition system with digital-signal-processing-
ased technology to implement high-resolution, real-
ime trace gas monitoring, such as in biomedical
iagnostics �e.g., on-line breath analysis� and envi-
onmental and industrial emission monitoring.3
uch a potential sensor enhancement scheme will
esult in faster statistical noise cancellation as well
s an improved trace-gas sensor portability.
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